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From the Rector
Dear Friends,
Once again, we find ourselves in
lockdown, having been told to stay at
home in order to save lives. Our schools,
gyms, restaurants and hairdressers and
barbers are all shut.
As a country, we have recently
passed a grim milestone in respect to
Covid19. Over 100,000 people have died
as a result of catching the virus, making
our death rate one of the highest in the
world. Those who have died must not be
forgotten. Nor must their families be,
who have not yet been able to properly
say goodbye to loved ones, either at the
point of death or at a funeral afterwards.
The number of people attending a
funeral has also been cut, as has the
length of funeral services at crematoria
across the country, in order to cope with
high the number of deaths. Those working in the NHS, who are treating those who
have the virus are exhausted.
Like so many other Church of England Churches, St. Nicholas, St. Margaret’s
and St. Faith’s with the consent and agreement of the Diocesan Bishop are also
closed for collective worship until it is safe to re-open them. As a consequence,
worship has gone online with a recorded service downloadable from the St. Nicholas
website each week, in addition to a short act of live worship via zoom.
At the moment, no-one knows when life will ever return to normal. One thing
that will help us get back there is the vaccination programme that has been started. It
is a way each one of us can fight back against the disease. Having taken an elderly
member of my family to the vaccine centre in Stevenage the first day it opened, I can
testify to the joy and reassurance vaccination brings. It was a real privilege to have
been there and to speak with some of those involved and to encourage them in the
work they are doing.
Stay home, stay safe.
God bless,
Andrew
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Service Calendar
The Rector and PCCs of St. Nicholas Barton Le Clay, St Margaret’s Higham Gobion, and St. Faith’s Hexton have sought permission from the Bishop of St. Albans
and passed resolutions to close each church for public worship on safety grounds due
to the COVID19 pandemic.
This is with the exception of weddings and funerals, as allowed for in the guidance
issued by the Church of England, on its website, until such time it is safe to re-open
them.
That permission has now been granted, provided each PCC regularly reviews the
decision it has taken.

From the Methodist Minister
Dear Friends,
At the beginning of February the church celebrates the feast of Candlemas, a
threshold moment that officially marks the end of Christmastide – when the
Christmas crib, if it’s still out, must be finally stowed away until next year!
Also known as the Feast of the Presentation in the Temple, Candlemas
comes exactly forty days after Christmas, and commemorates the occasion when
Mary and Joseph ‘presented’ Jesus in the Temple in accordance with Jewish Law.
The end of those forty days after a birth was an important marker for a Jewish
family, when the Law required parents to offer their first-born son to the Lord as a
way of acknowledging God as the source of all life – and not least the life of their
new baby boy.
It must have been a real threshold moment for Jesus’s family, just as early
February can be something of a threshold for us too, as we notice the days slowly
lengthening, with the promise of spring and new life on the horizon. February is a
good time to look forward with hope to new beginnings – though even as we do
that, it’s important that we don’t lose sight of those forty days of Christmastide
behind us.
The joyous message of Christmas needs to travel with us right through the
year: the good news that Jesus was born into this world as the unquenchable light
shining in the darkness.
That Christ, the one who became a little child for us, is always present
among us as our light, travelling with us whatever the season, in the happiest and
the bleakest of times, and everything in between. What’s more, Candlemas, this
ancient feast of light, isn’t just a symbol of God’s love and compassion for us, but
also a great encouragement to us as we ourselves try to bring a little light to those
around us, in whatever way we can.
God bless you in all your threshold moments, and in every part of every day.
Nigel
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From the Editor
This month’s cover image comes from the Parish Pump website and is
artwork by Paul Judson

Well here we are again! Last time I wrote, we were hoping that it might be
possible to print Outlook again in 2021, but the covid situation is not letting go
it’s grip on our lives yet and so we’re still online for the foreseeable future.
We’d like to thank all of you who have stayed with us, and especially
thank all our advertisers who have renewed with us despite the uncertainty about
our readership. We really appreciate your ongoing support and realise that this is
a difficult time for you financially as it is for the Church. I need to spend a little
time with the church website logs soon to provide Andrew our Rector with some
statistics on how often his online services are viewed. While I’m there, I’ll take a
look at Outlook readership too, and we’ll be promoting the magazine more
through the village Facebook page too, so hopefully we’ll be able to reach more
people that way. I’ll publish the findings next month.
I hope you’ll forgive me for taking a little time over this. Life continues to
be very hectic. Its been pretty touch and go just getting Outlook out the door this
month. If there’s anyone out there who’s normally too busy, but is currently
furloughed and so has more time on their hands and would be willing to help out
with the editing, please get in touch at outlook@stnicholas-barton.org.uk.
Another way you can help is by continuing to send me content. What was
your Christmas like for example? What else is going on to fill your lockdown
days? Maybe you’re cooking more and you’ve got some recipes to share? Or
you’ve found a new walk around the village that others might like to do too?
I’m very lucky that my husband has been furloughed again—as odd as that
sounds—because it means that there are two of us to help with the online
learning! My days are now much longer as I try to fit in a full-time job around
finding the right link for the lesson, finding the right powerpoint slides from the
course website, working out why the laptop won’t switch it’s camera on, working
out why the laptop won’t switch its camera off, printing stuff off, finding where
stuff saved itself so it can be emailed to teachers, or worse uploaded to wherever
their flavour of the day for submissions happens to be! And I thought my
A-levels were tough!!
Its good to know I’m not the only one experiencing this kind of disruption
to my work. I spend most of my working day on video calls, and its common for
a cat to walk across the keyboard, a delivery man to turn up, a baby to cry, my
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colleague’s partner to also be on a call with a loud voice we can hear, or a younger
child to need a pen/pencil/paper/help… Its really surprising we’re getting any work
done at all!
I must admit to finding this much harder than the first lockdown. I was trying
to work out why recently. In part, I think it is hard to face up to a second year of
disruption to all the lovely things I’d normally do in my spare time—lace making
days, foreign travel or just supporting my husband and son at a bike race. Last
lockdown was simply a case of seeing everything we’d planned get cancelled. This
time we know it isn’t even worth planning. And as my family and friends know, I
LOVE planning things, so I guess I’m missing the joy of a new plan. In part things
definitely are more difficult for my son. Last spring, he had a few assignments to
tidy up to finish his course, and no real-time lessons. This time, it’s a new course
with new theory to learn and new assignments handed out. And of course, it’s a
higher level of study, so it was always going to be more challenging.
But the main reason, I expect is one that you’re feeling too. The weather. In
the first lockdown, the weather was just starting to improve. I could sit outside and
eat my lunch. Walking the dog didn’t require 10 minutes of getting hats, waterproofs
etc put on. So it’s good to feel as February begins that spring will be here again
soon. There are catkins on the trees and some of the bulbs are showing green shoots
already. Warmth is just around the corner, and so maybe is hope?
Jenny

Puzzle corner
See solution on
page 35.
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Chiropodist
Graeme Harley
M.S.S.Ch. M.B.Ch.A.
H.P.C. Registered

Mobile Surgery

15 New Street, Shefford

Faldo Farm,
Faldo Road
Barton-Le-Clay
Office space, small
workshops, storage
units plus individual
Steel Shipping
Containers available
for rent
Contact
Richard Beechener
07590 444084 / 01582
881577 or email
faldo.farm@gmail.com
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From The Rectory, St James the Least of All
The Rev Dr Gary Bowness continues his tongue-in cheek
letters from ‘Uncle Eustace’…

On why our church does not need health or safety...
The Rectory
St James the Least of All
My dear Nephew Darren
I appreciated your recent concern when you heard one of our parishioners
had slipped on a gravestone. Your desire to help was entirely commendable, and I
do know that sending your own church’s health and safety officer to give us some
advice was kindly meant. But the 200-page report was not welcome. If we
implemented even half of your officer’s suggestions, life would become unbearably
safe.
St James the Least of All has survived perfectly well for the last 600 years
without gutter cleaning inspections, path degreasing and electrical safety
certificates, so I think we may survive a little longer without them. As far as I am
aware, the only disaster to hit us was when Cromwell’s soldiers stabled their horses
in the nave – which I suspect a few of our oldest members still clearly remember.
The shock the sidesmen sometimes get when switching on the lights occurs
only occasionally, is relatively mild and soon over – and if it happens when
preparing for the 8am Service, helps to wake them up. The weight of the Duke of
Clumber’s marble sarcophagus is slowly detaching the south aisle from the rest of
the church, but it is very slow – and the pews in that area are used only once a year
when his relations visit from America to commemorate his death at Agincourt –
which is probably just beyond remembrance of the oldest of our congregation.
Leaks from the ceiling in the north aisle are solved with a row of buckets –
and even you must concede that the fungi on the oak beams look really rather
attractive when the sun catches them. The sapling growing out of the spire is
certainly an issue – although it looks so attractive in Spring when in blossom. As for
our fire extinguishers, they were serviced when my predecessor-but-two was in
office, and I have the certificate to prove it.
So, do thank your health and safety officer for all his work and tell him we
will bear his recommendations in mind. Also tell him I was so sorry he slipped and
broke his leg in our choir stalls while he was with us. But that bit of floor has been
out of alignment since 1748, and it seems a shame to disturb it now. If only he had
arrived encased in bubble wrap, it would never have happened. Perhaps you could
put that on the agenda of your next health and safety meeting.
Your loving uncle,
Eustace
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COVID-19 Saga Part 4
By Austin Field
IT WAS THE FIRST WEEK OF AUGUST 2020
There had been another increase in covid 19 cases [very worrying] particularly
in the North-West, Manchester, South-East Lancashire and parts of West Yorkshire.
The government had therefore delayed the re-opening of leisure facilities for a further
14 days. Also local councils were authorised to take further measures as and when
considered necessary. Because cases showed a significant increase in Belgium, The
Bahamas and Andorra the government imposed a 14-day self-isolation period when
returning from them.

But nature was unaware. Birds, fish and animals in the wild were behaving as
normal. In the garden many vegetables were still flourishing, courgettes and kale
were ready for use. A large variety of flowers were in bloom. In the meadows
Cornflower, Agrimony and Teasels were to be seen. On Monday night a full moon
was visible.
IT WAS THE SECOND WEEK OF AUGUST 2020
Preston, Oldham and Pendle all showed an increase in cases and were
therefore put under local lockdown restrictions. Deaths in the U.K. as a whole showed
a small decrease, so in the remainder of the country bars, cafes, restaurants and many
outdoor leisure facilities were still permitted to open provided the social requirements
were adhered to. In places of Worship, choirs were allowed to sing an Anthem. As
from the 15th, a further relaxation meant that, wedding receptions could once again
have up to 30 guests. Also; indoor theatres, casinos, music venues, bowling alleys,
skating rinks and children’s soft play areas could all re-open, providing, of course,
social requirements were put in place. However; a self-isolation period of 14 days
was announced for anyone returning from, Croatia, Austria and Trinidad/Tobago.
Restrictions were removed for those returning from Portugal.
But nature was unaware. In the garden, vegetables and flowers were still
thriving. The hedgerows and meadows were alive with, Mallow, Foxgloves and
Harebells. In the wild foxes were to be seen hunting for food and on occasion
scavenging in the household bins in urban areas. Zoo keepers were kept busy looking
after the animals etc. in their care.

IT WAS THE THIRD WEEK OF AUGUST 2020
Covid 19 deaths decreased slightly once again. Some areas in England though
had an increase in positive tests and in these restrictions were increased, whilst in the
remaining areas there was a little more relaxation. Northern Ireland, Scotland and
wales were still doing their own thing.
But nature was unaware. Animals in the wild were living and hunting as
normal. Domestic pets needed feeding and looking after, i.e. dogs taken for their
walks. Gardens needed some upkeep, such as weeding and grass cutting. Willow
Warblers were gathering for their migration to Africa. On Wednesday night a new
moon appeared.
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IT WAS THE LAST WEEK OF AUGUST 2020
The number of covid 19 deaths were still showing a downward trend, so that a
few more lockdown restrictions could be lifted. Though there were some still in force
in local areas. In Scotland schools were still opening and in Northern Ireland they
were due to re-open this week. Self-isolation was still in operation when returning
from certain countries, Switzerland, the Czech Republic and Jamaica were added to
the list, though Cuba was removed.
But nature was unaware. In the wild, animal, bird and insect life was
continuing as normal. In the garden, vegetables were being harvested, potatoes,
tomatoes and runner beans to name but a few. There were numerous flowers
blooming in the wild, such as, Cranesbill, Meadowsweet, St. John’s Wort, and many
others.
IT WAS THE FIRST WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2020
Covid 19 deaths for Sunday and Monday were only 3, although the numbers
that tested positive were slightly up. Lockdown procedures were tightened in some
areas that showed an excessive increase. Schools were re-opening across the whole
country. Leisure centres and gyms were allowed to open, providing social distancing
was kept to. The same applies to Church halls and town or village halls. Church
Services and Mass must keep to a limit of 50 persons.
But nature was unaware. In the meadows Campion and Knapweed among
other wild flowers were in evidence. Meanwhile, in the garden vegetables and flowers
were still doing well. The sun was rising in the morning and setting in the evening,
although the days were getting colder and shorter. A full moon was to be seen on
Tuesday night. Animals, birds and reptiles in the zoos and safari parks throughout the
country still required taking care of and feeding.
IT WAS THE SECOND WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2020
Overall the number of covid 19 cases and deaths were showing a slight
increase mainly in the 18-30 age group. The worst place being Bolton, and so a more
stringent lockdown was put into operation there. In the remainder of the country a ban
on gatherings of more than 6 was reintroduced in parts of North West England, the
West Midlands, West Yorkshire and Leicester. However; the lockdown restrictions
were relaxed a little in Southport, Burnley and part of Bradford. Worldwide; the
country with the highest average number of deaths was the U.S.A. followed by India.
Whilst in Europe the worst was Spain.
But nature was unaware. The flowers in the garden were still blooming and the
vegetables doing well with the first tiny sprouts appearing. The animals in the wild
were still thriving. Meanwhile Ospreys were gathering ready to migrate. In the
meadows Wild Basil and Scabious were just a few of the wild flowers to be seen.
IT WAS THE THIRD WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2020
Positive covid 19 cases had increased in some areas, so new local restrictions
were introduced in; Newcastle, Sunderland, Durham, Birmingham, Solihull and
Sandwell. Worldwide; the U.S.A. is still the worst affected country. In Europe the
worst were Spain and France. People were advised not to take holidays in most
countries abroad because of the risk of self-isolating when they return home.
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But nature was unaware. Hedges needed cutting and the lawns mowing. The
birds were still singing. The sun, moon and stars were still in the heavens. On
Thursday night a new moon was visible. In the wild Bird’s Foot and Sneezewort were
flowering. House pets required feeding and in some cases cleaning out. Dogs needed
to go for walks.
IT WAS THE FORTH WEEK OF SEPTEMBER 2020
More people were testing positive for covid 19. Well over 6000 each day on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. This includes the Universities, where around 3000
were in lockdown after partying. About 1700 of these were in Manchester. Numbers
being admitted to hospital were also rising. However, the number of deaths remained
steady. In the North of England 50% of the area was in lockdown. In the Midlands
20% whilst south of Solihull there were very few restrictions. From Thursday 24th
pubs and restaurants were to close at 10pm and when open was to offer a table
service only. Anyone not wearing face coverings when supposed to, would be fined
£200. Wedding guests were limited to a maximum of 15, but 30 could attend funerals.
The P.M. urged people to use common sense in order to keep safe and save lives.
But nature was unaware. The earth still rotated on its axis each day, so the sun
appeared to rise in the morning and go down in the evening. Tuesday was the
Autumnal Equinox when day and night were of equal length, signalling the beginning
of Autumn. Wild Basil could be seen in the fields. The lawns still needed mowing
and hedges required trimming. Foxes were to be seen in some urban areas busy
searching for food, especially in rubbish bins. Whilst in the garden the sprouts were
growing well.

A FEW THOUGHTS
People are like stained glass windows; they glow and sparkle when it’s bright
and sunny, though when the sun is not shining their true beauty is revealed only if
there is a light from within.
As long as you can feel pain you are still alive, as long as you can make
mistakes you are still human. For as long as you keep trying, there is still hope. Have
faith, God’s mercies are new every morning.
Always pray for eyes that see the best in other people, a heart that will forgive
the worst in them, a mind that will always forget the bad, and a soul that does not lose
faith in the Lord your God.

National Nestbox week
Our birds are short of nesting holes, and no wonder: gardens, parks and
woodland are much neater than they used to be, and modern homes offer few
crannies for nest building.
National Nestbox Week, which is celebrated from 14 th February each year,
aims to encourage us to put up more nestboxes, and to consider planting shrubs or
trees with fruit that birds eat. These can make all the difference to birds struggling to
survive, especially blue tits, great tits, house sparrows, robins and starlings.
The British Trust for Ornithologiy (BTO) offers a variety of ideas for building
and placing nestboxes. Go to: https://www.nestboxweek.com
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To advertise in this magazine
please contact

Liz Makin
01582 655785
or Email:
liz.makin@ntlworld.com

What happened to your new year’s resolution
If you are already struggling to keep it, here is something that might help you.
Psychologists advise that it is useless to say you are going to quit anything.
Instead, make your resolution to change into something positive. For example,
instead of “I will give up sweets,” say “I will eat fruit twice a day.”
It seems that people with an ‘approach goal’ score greater success than those
who see themselves quitting something they still like. As one Swedish doctor
explained: “You cannot erase a behaviour, but you can replace it with something
else.”
The most popular resolutions regard physical health, weight loss and change
of eating habits. The research was done at Stockholm University.
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Roy writes
When the Jewish leaders treated people badly, casting them out rather than
caring for them, Jesus rebuked them by turning to the image of the shepherd.
All (the religious leaders) who came before me, He said, are thieves and
robbers, but the sheep will not listen to them. Thieves and robbers come to steal,
but Jesus comes to provide; whoever enters through Him as the door will find
safety inside, and they can go in and out and find pasture.
A shepherd would often lie across the entrance to a fold to allow only his
sheep to go in, and to watch over them when they came out. So Jesus is the
entrance to life to preserve our going out and our coming in forever. While thieves
come to destroy life, said Jesus, He comes to bring life in all its abundance.
The Jewish leaders rejected a blind man (the one told by Jesus to wash in the
Pool of Siloam), St. John, chapter 9, thereby destroying that man's hopes of life
within their community, but Jesus gave him new life of healing and faith and
forgiveness.
So we move now from the door to the shepherd.
The good shepherd not only gives life (instead of stealing it) but the life He
gives is His own laid down for the sake of we, the sheep! This is in complete
contrast to the behaviour of a hireling. Since they do not own the sheep, they do not
care about them.

The Good Shepherd, however, knows His own sheep and they know Him.
Shepherds called their sheep out of the fold by their names, and the flock followed
his voice.
This is a challenge to all involved, in any way, in the pastoral care of people.
It takes time and effort to care for them.
Part of the ordination charge for priests to the Church of England says: "as
servant and shepherd......set the Good Shepherd always before you as the pattern of
your calling......" This is also true, of course, for others, whether a Bishop, or a
Home Group Leader, a Free Church Minister, a Lay Reader, or just a professing
Christian visiting a person from across the road. We try to love others. In fact, we
are commanded to love others by Jesus Himself, for He said: " A new
commandment I give to you, you are to love others as I love you. "
Because the Good Shepherd loves us, He will even search for us if we are
lost in the thorn bushes of wrongdoing. To try to love others as God, through Jesus,
loves us, is some awesome task, but one we cannot ignore!
--- Roy Pinnock

Its all in the spelling
G – God R – Ran A – Alongside C – Carrying E – Everything
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Fairtrade Fortnight—22nd Feb - 7th March
It has been a terrible year for farmers and workers in the global south. In
2020, on top of the pandemic, they had to deal with the growing impact of climate
change: more droughts and crop disease, locusts, floods, fires, and heatwaves. No
wonder their harvests were shrinking.
Yet with the help of Fairtrade, many of these producers of food, drinks and
cottons can be equipped to meet more everyday needs, and to deal with the challenges
facing them.
So this month, why not visit www.fairtrade.org.uk and see how you can send
some support.

Leave them be
The National Trust has urged the public to stay away from certain areas
during breeding season this Spring. It hopes to mimic the effects of lockdown last
year, which helped more vulnerable species.
The call follows the discovery last year that lockdown did our peregrine
falcons, grey partridges and other species a real favour.
The tern colony at Blakeney Point in Norfolk had a bumper season, with more
than 200 little tern chicks fledged, the most in 25 years. The Peak District saw more
curlew, and the Llyn Peninsula saw more stoats, weasels and rabbits emerging from
the woodlands of Plas yn Rhiw. Meanwhile, the ruins of Corfe Castle in Dorset
became home to peregrine falcons, and a cuckoo arrived in Osterley, west London.
Even Dartford warblers were on the move, some to as far as Shropshire.

Birds and Bees
Here is some good news: all new major roads will have wildflower-friendly
verges that could boost our numbers of birds and bees.
Highway England has said that vibrant road verges will be created as
standard on new roads over 300 miles in England, using low nutrient soils which
will be seeded with wildflowers or left to grow naturally.
A staggering 97 per cent of our meadows have been destroyed since the
Thirties, due to modern agriculture. This means that the 238,000 hectares of road
verges across the UK could become a vital habitat for pollinators.

Mountains make you feel better
The natural environment can make a real impact on your mood. Mountains
can leave you feeling more optimistic, while the ocean can help boost your
inspiration.
A recent study at Goldsmiths University of London found that water is most
effective at increasing positive emotions, such as happiness and
inspiration. Woodlands can help you forget your worries, and fields and meadows
can enhance your energy levels.
24

BTH SERVICES
Window Cleaning
Guttering Cleaning

Garden Maintenance
Phone BRIAN on
01582 523243
07961 946108
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Hello! Our Flitvale Wildlife Trust group has been quiet for a while. Our
attempts to arrange some socially distanced walks started well with a tree walk in
Maulden Woods in early October. It was then was abruptly stopped again with the
second lockdown. Hopefully we will be able to start walks again in spring 2021.
Impressed by the quality of Zoom talks and question-answer/chat
opportunities arranged by other groups we are hoping to go ahead with more evening
talks in the New Year:
24 February – Talk on ‘Future Wildlife’ by Brian Eversham, CEO of the
Wildlife Trust, BCN
Brian will speculate on what our wildlife might be like in 50 years’ time, if
the Trust succeeds in its aims? A thought-provoking discussion of future habitats and
the species which may live in them, especially in response to the warming climate.
Please contact Ann de Winter (our Event Organiser) on
flitvale.info@gmail.com if you wish to participate in these talks. She will send
instructions on how to log on nearer the time.
Stay safe! Julia Burkett, Chairwoman, Flitvale WLT Group

Consider a donation for Outlook
Normally at this time of year
someone is knocking on your door and
asking you to renew your subscription to
Outlook. We’re not doing that this year,
because Outlook continues to be online, and
also because it’s not safe for you or us in the
current covid regulations.
Outlook will remain free of charge
while we’re publishing online only.

Unfortunately the Church is really
feeling the loss of funds from some of our
biggest fundraising events. It would be wonderful if you’d consider a donation
through our online giving page to help bridge the gap until life can return a little
more to normal.
https://givealittle.co/campaigns/06ec9542-a0d6-4110-b97e-6a65a50f00d6
One suggestion to help raise funds with Outlook has been that we could
provide an email subscription service. If you, or anyone you know, would be
interested in receiving a copy of Outlook direct to your in-box, please email me at
outlook@stnicholas-barton.org.uk and if there’s enough demand, we will try to get
it set up—it would be useful to know how much you’d be willing to pay for the
service.
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Look out of your window to find a world full of
life.
In these days when so many children and young
people are in lockdown or shut indoors it is great to
be able to take time in your
garden or even looking out of your window at nature. It has
been shown that being close to nature helps our well being,
Perhaps your school is taking part in the Big Schools Birdwatch which runs until 21st February. It also coincides with
the RSPB‘s Big Garden Birdwatch which happens on the last
weekend in January.
Central Bedfordshire Libraries have lots of books and downloadable resources to help young people interpret what they
find and help to make learning fun.
Let's start by checking out some dangerous wild animal
encounters, which they are sure to enjoy
EBooks about wild animals across the world
These exciting ebooks are all
available to download on your
device using the RBdigital app or
to request using your library
card number and PIN.
Animal World explore the great
diversity of the animal kingdom,
from lions to lizards, & elephants to
eagles. Ape escapes! the ape Fu
Manchu lived at the Omaha Zoo
and would break out to explore on a
nice day. Living with
wolves discover what life is like
among wolves in the western wilderness. Crocodile Encounters follow Brady Barr as comes
face to face with thirteen
crocodiles! Diving with
Sharks you are sure to be on the
edge of you seats reading these true tales of adventure and survival. Animal Heroes an audiobook by Sandra Markle talks about animals who became heroes.
Magazines available to download on RBdigital
BBC Countryfile magazine takes a closer look at the countryside around
us. Snow Leopards and Fluffy Rabbits by National Geographic are packed with
colourful photos, games, puzzles and fun facts about animals. Wildlife 50 reasons
to be cheerful is a one off edition celebrating many of the world's species in easy
bite size chunks.
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The British Environment
You can enjoy time looking at birds but there are also small mammals, insects,
invertebrates, pondlife and so much more to discover when you stop to look.
Kids first
gardening by
Jenny
Hendy offers
fantastic gardening
ideas from
growing fruit and
vegetables and
flowers to wildlife
gardening. The
Big RSPB
birdwatch by
David
Chandler contains
a spotter's guide to
the most common
garden birds and is full of articles and activities for use at home or in school. Pond
by Jen Green will help you identify some of the plants, animals, and insects to find
in your local pond. Wildlife in your garden by Mike Dilger helps you find out
about; garden birds, animals, plants, creepy-crawlies, butterflies, friendly robins, and
shy hedgehogs. RHS Wildlife Garden by Martyn Cox take a walk on the wild
side, and turn your garden into a haven for some amazing wildlife. Invertebrates
by Sarah Ridley shows many examples of invertebrates in their natural
environment. Insects by Emilie Dufresne discover so much more by looking at the
parts of an animal. Bugs by Lucy Bowman great for beginner readers.
You can borrow these books during lockdown or make a general request for books
about animals or birds or bugs using our Select & Collect service or by requesting
them through our library catalogue Arena for collection at your local library.

Barton Library Opening Hours
For select & collect and drop-off services only
Monday—Closed
Tuesday—9am - 1pm
Wednesday—2pm - 6pm
Thursday—9am-1pm
Friday—9am -1pm & 2pm—6pm
Saturday—9am - 4pm
You can also borrow jigsaw puzzles, or get photocopying done (correct change only
please)
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2020 St Nicholas Church Christmas Tree Festival Tree Trail
Thank you to everyone who helped in any way with the tree trail in
December, especially those who decorated trees, helped with publicity, welcomed
people visiting the prayer tree in church, donated grand draw prizes and bought
tickets.
Arrangements for the event had been changed three times, to comply with the
ever changing regulations during the pandemic and the only possibility in the end
was to display trees in front gardens and windows round the village. People enjoyed
the trail, which included 38 trees, and really appreciated having a happy event.
Photos of many of the trees were included in an online gallery on the website, which
enabled us to see the decorations in more detail.
We were unable to hold a vote this year for the favourite tree, and so the
trophy has not been awarded, but four of our usual judges came and walked the route
so that certificates could be awarded to children, adults and families.
One of the judges commented 'all the entrants should be commended for their
efforts as the standard was high. To make this effort in these crazy times is
commendable. So really no losers but some just edged into front position at the
finishing line.'
These were the results from the judging:
Children and young people
1st
2nd

Homemade Christmas – Hexton JMI School
Recycled Christmas – 1st Barton Guides
Barton Falcons Big Ideer Tree
Highly Commended Light – Arnold School
Nature’s gifts – Noah’s Ark
Unity Tree – Barton Scouts
Families
1st
I’d rather be at Hogwarts this Christmas – Burnett family
Highly Commended Lockdown walk – Becky Mynett & family
Homage to heroes – Gresham, Lupton & Simmons families
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Adults
1st
A purr-fect Christmas – Purrfect Pet supplies
2nd
Ann Cassidy
Highly Commended Barton Doctors Surgery
Vera Turner
NWR Diamond anniversary tree
We raised approximately £840 from donations and the sale of grand draw
tickets.
The date of the 2021 Christmas Tree Festival will be Saturday 4th and
Sunday 5th December.

We hope that we shall be able to hold the event in the church and hall.
However, we shall need more help with the organization leading up to and during
the event. It is hard work but very rewarding and fun. If you feel this is something
you could do, please email Jane or Jonathan Fox jandjsmfox@gmail.com or phone
01582 882350. We would appreciate hearing from you.
Jane and Jonathan Fox
on behalf of The Christmas Tree Festival Organising Group

Outlook print and share?
Just an idea, and you should only do this inside a
support or family bubble, or if you can do so in a
way that you and your friends, neighbours or loved
ones feel is safe between you.
Although we can’t print and distribute Outlook still,
it would be possible for you to print a copy yourself
and pass it on.
Perhaps you know someone who used to love their
paper copy, but can’t get online? We’d love to reach out to them again and maybe
you can help?
To print your own copy of Outlook, you should be able to see a little printer
icon at the top of your screen. If you’re reading from within your browser, it’ll
probably be in the top right corner, or if you’d downloaded to a PDF reader, then
more likely top left, or you might need to choose Print from the File menu.
However you get to it, click print and pick the right options for your printer
and paper size.
You’ll probably find that there’s too much white space around the pages, as
Outlook is still set up as an A5 publication, and your printer is probably A4. But
then again, maybe this is better than nothing to reach some of our readers again.
If you do try this, please let us know how you get on?
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Shillington and District Camera Club
THE club committee is looking at ways in which the annual
general meeting can be held on line as Zoom meetings continue.
The AGM is one of the most important meetings of the year,
with new members of the committee voted in and vacant roles
filled.

Yorkshire.

This year the club will be looking for a new chairperson as the
current holder of that position, Shirley Hollis, is moving to

It is likely that a nominations list will be published for debate and voting on
line, with the Zoom AGM held on 26 April.
Shirley accepts that voting on a new-look committee is not going to be an
easy task this year but she remains hopeful that the nominations and voting can be a
high profile issue in the club.
Whatever happens, it is unlikely that regular meetings at Barton Village Hall
will start up again until September this year.
Meanwhile, Zoom meetings appear to have been a popular way of keeping the
club active, with 30 members signed up after payment of subscriptions.
The March meetings on line will continue with a wide-ranging selection of
topics covered.
March meetings on Monday evenings:
1st: Faces and Places with Gary Langley.
8th: Projected Digital Image (Landscape) competition judged by Jim Bennett.
15th: Lake District Moods with Carmen Norman.
22nd: The Best Camera: Your phone - with Thomas Peck.
29th: Members Evening: ‘Wildlife’ with Duncan Jack
Please check the SDCC website www.shillingtoncc.org.for more details about
the club.
Paul Whiting

Smile lines
A fellow nurse at my hospital received a call from an anxious young woman. “I’m
diabetic and I’m afraid I’ve had too much sugar today,” he said.
“Are you light-headed?” my colleague asked.
“No,” the caller answered, “No, I’m brunette.”
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Puzzle corner solution

New, quick and easy,
highways reporting system
You can now report highways issues quickly
and easily, and track their progress, through a new online
system launched this week.
We've partnered with ‘mySociety’, creators
of ‘FixMyStreet’, a system that allows residents to make
reports directly against certain council assets, like gullies,
streetlights and trees. The user-friendly reporting system
allows reports to be pinpointed on a map, photos to be added and shows residents’ reports that have already been created, plus any planned roadworks, which saves time and
avoids multiple reporting.
The level of updates you'll receive is much improved too.
You'll now receive an update during every step of the repair, meaning you'll know
when works are booked in and when the repair is complete.
The new system allows residents to report highways concerns such as potholes,
faulty streetlights, blocked drains and roadside ditches, overgrown roadside hedges
and trees and more.
It’s not just highways issues that can be reported, the new system allows reports on
fly-tipping, weeds, litter and dog waste bins and graffiti.
FixMyStreet Pro already works seamlessly on smartphones, tablets and desktop
computers and can be downloaded on Android and IOS devices. It’s free and easy to
do and doesn’t take long to create a report.
To start reporting issues you see on the roads and for more information please visit www.centralbedfordshire.gov.uk/reportit.
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